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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A midrange plan can be executed in
A. two years.
B. nine months.
C. four years.
D. six months.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation: According to conventional business wisdom, a
midrange plan can be executed in two years. The typical
formulation is that shortrange plans can be achieved in from
six months to a year, midrange plans can be achieved in between
one and three years, and longrange plans can be accomplished in
three to five years. Most business experts assert that it is
not worthwhile to plan much longer than five years in advance,
because of the volatility and constant flux of the marketplace.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A mid-sized business has a data center that uses virtualization
to host services for subscribers. An HP sales professional is
proposing a solution for this data center, and the conversation
has turned to security. The customer states that visualization
already isolates OSs from each other and wonders why the data
center would need a special solution to provide extra security
What should the sales professional explain about the particular
security needs of virtualized environments? (Select two.)
A. Hypervisors, which manage workloads for multiple virtual
server instances, make a valuable and vulnerable target for
hackers
B. Although virtual switches (vSwitches) support many of the
same security features as traditional switches they require a
management system to deploy them and activate the correct
features dynamically
C. Because the virtual services share a physical machine, when
one is infected with a virus, all other instances on that
machine are infected as well.
D. Traffic between virtual server Instances might never cross
the physical wire, making it difficult to filter the traffic
with traditional solutions.
E. Virtual servers cannot be patched as easily and
automatically as non-virtual servers so they make a vulnerable
target

Answer: A,D
Explanation:
A: For efficiency in communications between virtual machines
(VMs), most virtualization platforms include the ability to
create software-based virtual networks and switches inside of
the physical host to enable VMs to communicate directly. This
traffic will not be visible to network-based security
protection devices, such as network-based intrusion prevention
systems.
Gartner recommends that at a minimum, organizations require the
same type of monitoring they place on physical networks, so
that they don't lose visibility and control when workloads and
networks are virtualized.
D: Given the privileged level that the hypervisor/VMM holds in
the stack, hackers have already begun targeting this layer to
potentially compromise all the workloads hosted above it. From
an IT security and management perspective, this layer must be
patched, and configuration guidelines must be established.
Note:Risk: Adequate controls on administrative access to the
Hypervisor/VMM layer and to administrative tools are lacking
Because of the critical support the hypervisor/VMM layer
provides, administrative access to this layer must be tightly
controlled, but this is complicated by the fact that most
virtualization platforms provide multiple paths of
administration for this layer.Gartner recommends restricting
access to the virtualization layer as with any sensitive OS and
favoring virtualization platforms that support role-based
access control of administrativeresponsibilities to further
refine who can do what within the virtual environment. Where
regulatory and/or compliance requirements dictate,
organizations should evaluate the need for third-party tools to
provide tight administrative control.
Reference: Six common virtualization security risks and how to
combat them
http://www.net-security.org/secworld.php?id=9023
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